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ABSTRACT

A P-Sasakian manifold M is viewed in the light of an almost paracontart manifold.

The fundamental concepts of M in spirit to Recurrent, Ricci-recurrent, 2-Recurrent and 2-

Ricci-recurrent, manifolds are presented. An rj-Einstein manifold modelled on P-Sasakian

manifold is then treated with simplified proofs of some results.
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1. Preliminaries

Let an n-dimensional differentiable manifold M with a positive definite metric gi3

admit a unit covariant vector field ijt satisfying

Vjifc-Viife^O (1.1)

VjtVjTjj = (-gkj + y^i^Tj, + (-gin + WhH (1.2)

where Vt denotes covariant differentiation with respect to y(J.

The manifold M with this structure is then called a Pmu-Sanakian manifold (Adati

and Matsumoto, 1977).

We often abbreviate Para-Sasakiim by writing P-Sasakian.

If M admits a unit covariant vector field ?;, which satisfies

VjV, = f{-.'Jij + ViVj), t- = ±1 (1.3)

then M is said to be a special pam-Sasakian (briefly SP-Sasakian) manifold (Adati and

Matsumoto, 1977).

From (1-3) it readily follows that

Vjr;, - V,V, = 0 .

Also

since e2 = 1

It is thus evident that an SP-Sasakian manifold is P-Sasakian.

We shall now speak precisely of almost paracontaot manifold.

Let M be a differentiable n-manifold. Then M is said to have an almost paracontact

structure (Bj.S'.tfo) if a (1, l)-type tensor field 0j, a (l.O)-type tensor field ? and a (0,1)-

type tensor field r\j existing in M satisfy



An Af with an almost paracontact structure is said to be an almost paracontact man-

ifold.

With the existence of an associated Riemantiian metric gi} the set (flj,^1,!^,^) as-

sumes an almost paracontact Riemanman structure with relations

9hk ih = Vk, <Jhk 0*0* = 9,3 ~ Wlj

We call A/ with the. structure of this nature an almost paracontact Riemanman man-

ifold (Sato, 1976).

An SP-Sasakiau manifold gives rise to a paracontact Riemannian manifold in the light

of the conditions which read

or its equivalent ?
0 . = V • jjj I

The proof may be carried out as follows:

Let Th be a unit vector field in an S P-Sasakian manifold.

We have

c h ( ah . \ i ._, ft A \

(1-4)

(1.5)

...,d

i/h*(V^)(Vj^), by (1.5)

SfcitW1ija)VJ(0
t*7fc)1 by (1.4)

= gal>{-gia + wia){-9jb + y}Vb), by (1.3)

= ffi;

Thus a P-Sasokian manifold is considered as a special case of an almost paracontact

manifold.

In receiit years P-Sasakian manifolds have experienced considerable growth in various

areas of Riemannian geometry.

This note, however, reflects on some preliminary study of P-Snsn.kia.n manifolds in

relation to other class of manifolds with curvature restrictions.

2. Recurrent P-Sasakian manifold

Consider a P-Sasakian manifold which is recurrent.

Then

< * = a,R',']k

where aj is a non-zero recurrence vector.

Since at is a gradient it follows from (2.1) that

m y^ t = o

On applying the Ricci identity we have

Multiply this with i)/^' and use

(Adati and Miyazawa, 1979).

Multiplication is, for convenience, done t.ermwise as follows:

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2-3)



= £ VkRjUm ~ ? Vj Rk (2.4)

ijlm - OikVjVm + 9<k93m (2.5)

- 9>39km - Z%Rikim (2.6)

Now substituting from (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) in (2.2) and looking upon the relations

between Riemann symbols (Rahman, 1988) we find

(2.7

This suggests;

Theorem 1 /! ranirrent. Para-Sanakian manifold has constant curvature. 1.

QED

We shall next, rest rict our attention to u, P-Stusakian manifold of dimension 2.

It is known that a two-dimensional manifold is recurrent (Walker, 1950).

Then the relation (2.1) holds.

Now by paralleling closely the procedure outlined in the proof of Theorem 1 we arrive

at (2.7).

Use of (2.7) in ViZf,^* = ctiR,mjk, a consequence of (2.1), gives, because ai jt o,

9mk9>i ~ 9mjgik - 0 (2.8)

In the case when a manifold of dimension 2, which has the curvature tensor of the
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form (Rahman, 1994)

mijl: = -J (flmJtfltj - flmjtfifc) .

is endowed with (2.8) we obtain

W = 0

Thus we see;

Theorem 2 A Para-Sasakian manifold of dimension 2 is flat.

3. Ricci-recurrent P-Sasakian manifold

Let. a P-Sasakian manifold M lie Ricci-renirrent. Then ;U satisfies tin- conditions

V,/?; - KlR) (3.1)

R)jt(.) (3.1a)

where Ki is a non-zero vector.

We cali KI the recurrence vector of M.

Using (3.1) it can be computed that.

A necessary and sufficient conditiots for K.J to be gradient is that.

VmVi/? ' - V,Vmfi j = 0 |Use is llljuie of (IJ.la)

The Ricci identity gives

= 0

Transvecting this with i}^1 we have

which simplifies to



That is,

or in other words

R]m + (n - = 0

(3.2)

This symbolizes:

Theorem 3 If a Rica-recuirent Para-Sasakian manifold M has the recurrence vector

as a gradient then M is Einstein.

QED

We end this section with another theorem concerninp; the vanishing of the scalar

curvature <>t M.

Contracting (3.2) with g'm we find

Eq.(3.l) reduces, in virtue of (3.3), to

'j = 0

whence we easily derive

= 0

Since ft1) / 0, we have ft = 0.

An iinniediiile coiise(]iience is

Theorem 4 Let a Para-Sasakian manifold A/"(TI > 3) 6c Rirci-rccurrcnt with the.

recurrence victor ns a gradient. Then M" has zero scalar curvature.

4. 2-Recurrent P-Sasakian manifold

A 2-Recurrent manifold is a Ricmaiiniau manifold whose non-zero curvature tensor

satisfies a relation of the form

VmV;/?hi;lt = 'llmlihij (4.1)

• * _ *

for some non-zero tensor <ijm called the recurrence tensor.

In view of the symmetry of aim it follows from (4.1) that

We consider now a Para-Sasakian manifold as 2-recurrcnt. Following (lie SMIIIC pattern

as exhibited in Section 2 for Recurrent manifold the result may be fonnulaieil ;is

Theorem 5 If a Para-Sasakian manifold M'l(n > 3) tie 2-Rv.emrent then M" is a

manifold of constant curvature 1,

5. 2-Ricci-recurrent f-Sasakian manifold

A Ricmaiiiiiaii manifold M"(n > 3) the Hicci tensor of which sntisties the relations

with uj,,, as a non-zero tensor is said to be 2-Ric<i.~rccaiTcnt,

We call «(,„ the recunence tensor.

We note that a 2-Ricci-recumnt manifold A/'1 is 2-l!e.curr<nt.

With this conception we arc able to assert, analogous to Theorem ,r>.

T h e o r e m 6 Let a P-Saxakian manifold A/1'1 he 2-Rieci-recvrrciil Then A/* has

constant curvatiur. 1.

Q E D

As a consequence of (5,1) we have

The recurrence tensor (jjm is symmetric if and only if

as computed from (5.1a).

Now in a manner as observed in Section 3 we may reach
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Theorem 7 If a P-Sasakian manifold Mn(n > 3) be 1-Ricci-recurrent with symmet-

ric recurrence tensor then M is Einstein.

6. i)- Einstein manifold

A P-Sasakian manifold whose Rkci tensor RtJ satisfies a relation of the form

for some scalars a,b is called an TJ-Einstein manifold.

An Einsh'in manifold defined by

fiij = ^ '.hj

is a special case of an rj-Einste.in manifold.

Proposit ion 8 If a P-Sasakian manifold is an //-Einstein manifold characterized

by the property Rt) — ag,j + (ir/jf/j (a,b scalars) then nj> are. connected by the relations:

an + b — /?, n + b = -(n - 1).

Proof Multiply

by g'j to got

Multiplying (G.I) i^ain by gh} gives

an + b = /? (6.2)

from which we find

That is,

yielding

= -in- 1)^

(6.3)

Note: The scalars a, b are expressible in terms of R and n from the relations (G.2) ami

(6.3).

We next have

Theorem 9 Let the hypersurface N of an SP-Sasakian manifold M be Em.ite.in.

Then M is an ij-Enisttm manifold.

Proof Let Tf,(M) be the tangent space of ,1/ at. a point / ' . The set of vectors

vp : {u!|r/,i.i! = 0} in Tj>(M) makes a completely integrate distribution D : P —> !'/>

thereby spanning a maximal integral (n - l)-submanifokl Ar of Tf(M). Such an Ar is a

hypersurfa.ee of M.

We represent A' by parametric equations :r' = ./•'(«"), i— 1, 2, . . . , n\ <\ = 1,2,,.. ,

n- 1.

Note that. B'a = §$, .feCfU*' = gtJ - , m .

In an 5P-Sasakian manifold we. have

Ka0 being the Ricei tensor of Ar.

Suppose now that, the hypersurface A' of an 6'P-Sa-snkiau manifold M is Einstein.

Then from (6.4),

where K is the scalar curvature of A'.

This takes the form

is

R (7
Tl — 1

R. R

with K = R + n(n- 1),

This concludes the proof that M is T\- Einstein.
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Theorem 10 / / an TJ-Einstein P-Sasakian manifold admits a concircular vrctor field

then the scalars a.b associated with the defining equation

of Tj-Einstein manifold amount to solving

1

R + (n-l)a -R-n(n-\)<r n-1

where, a = /> + n',/> some function, a = «(»/)•

Proof Let sin (/-Einstein f-Susakiaii manifold aciinit a concircular vector field

(Rahman and Lai, 1<J91).

Transacting (G.I) with £'£> and recalling

get,

because Rl} = -(n - \)agi},

- (n - \)a = 11. +• b

Transvect . ing a^am (G.I) wi th y' J gives

R - an + )i

Solving (6.5) and (ti.fj) for a. It we have

(0.5)
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